Press Note
“Catch the right opportunity in life, never give up” said – Mr. Manish Gupta renowned
Motivational Speaker to over 300 MBA-PGDM Students
OR
“Take the ownership of your own time and you will do life management successfully”
told– Mr. Manish Gupta, renowned Motivational Speaker to Suryadatta MBA Students
OR
“Secret of Successful life is to understand that you have just one life and whatever you
have to do in this life is only with strong determination” – said – Mr. Manish Gupta,
during his Motivational speech to Suryadatta Students

Mr. Manish Gupta, who is beacon light to his followers and acknowledged business and life
coach; recently conducted life skill session at Suryadatta Institute of Management, 300 MBA
PGDM students were present.
Prof.Dr. Sanjay B Chordiya while introducing the Mr. Manish Gupta to students said that he is
family member of Suryadatta Group. The lessons shared by him about his own experiences in
the life will be of great importance to the students as they too can become wiser from such
experiences. He further announced that Mr. Manish Gupta will interact with Suryadatta students
more frequently so as to add sparkle in their journey towards being successful professional.
Mr. Manish Gupta was participating in the workshop, “Junoon- adding Enthusiasm in our lives
and effective goal setting”.
During his address he unveiled the myriad experiences of his life and explained the students
how he was educated and enlightened from each experience to raise the bar for achieving next
objective of his life. He asked the students if he could do so and become a successful person
why not each of the students follow the same suit?
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Confidence and Hard-Work are the required characteristics for success. Only in the dictionary,
the word PROFIT comes before WORK. In real life Profit always comes after Work that too
Hard-Work. While facing the challenge it should be faced with smile as smile make things
easier. Smile is master key to unlock the door of the journey towards success. We are blessed
just only with one life and whatever we have to perform is to be performed NOW only. Wherever
there are gaps in life, fill them up, you will be the force to be reckoned with. Everything can
happen in life second time or many times except the Time. Cycle of the time can not be
reversed by anyone. You are the owner of your own time. You have to take the responsibility of
each minute spent and utilized by you. It is your future’s ownership and it is 100% yours. Those
who take such ownership in their hands, never blame others or find the excuses for the failures.
Time management is nothing but life management. Therefore do not allow the time to sleep
away from your fist and get it wasted. Inculcate the habit of reaching your goal IN Time and not
ON Time.
He also stressed to have lots of enthusiasm and determination while chasing our goal. Energy
leads to enthusiasm and enthusiasm leads to vibrancy. He quoted Ralph Waldo Emerson,
“Nothing great was ever achieved in life without enthusiasm.”
He further explained the Growth Cycle in the life of professional personality. The Growth Cycle
is divided in the four phases. The first phase is Learning phase. He advised the students to
choose the first company of their career where they can learn a lot. Leaning phase is
followed by the Leadership phase. The leadership phase can be lived well if one has leaned
well. Then comes the Risk phase. Risk taking ability is proportionate to the leadership
ability and Success is proportionate to the magnitude of the risk. However he cautioned that
it not be blind risk. Risk phase leads to Wealth phase, both materialistic and spiritual.
After his lecture the students interacted with him. Many of them asked him how to get rid of
inferiority complex or stage fright. He advised students not to run away from their
weaknesses but to face them boldly. He told them to develop a positive, ‘Who cares?’
attitude (on others reaction).
Students extracted a promise from Mr. Manish Gupta for his more visits to boost their morals
during their this phase of life which is on threshold between Learning and Leadership.

Mrs. Sushma Chordiya
Vice President, Secretory
Suryadatta Education Foundation, Pune
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Mr. Manish Gupta, renowned Motivational Speaker while addressing Suryadatta Management
students about life skill session at Suryadatta Institute of Management, Pune
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